
Technology  NED Role – This Mum Runs

TMR is a thriving, fast growing worldwide community of 200,000+ women with local communities and
free weekly runs  in towns and cities across the UK, and a mobile App that supports women and girls
at the start of their exercise journey. And we are getting noticed; we are recognised as one of the Top
16 Most Impactful Facebook Communities in the world and our Run 30 App was rated "The Hottest
Running App in the UK", by Apple in July 2020

TMR was founded by Mel Bound in 2014 as a way to make regular movement part of her life again
after having kids and has grown into a global movement, a way of life, friendship and belonging.
TMR is on a mission to empower the 1 billion inactive women and girls worldwide to enjoy the life
changing benefits of being active at every stage of their lives.

Digital communities are the heartbeat of TMR, and provide a safe space for all women (not just
Mums) to share challenges and celebrate success; local communities offer a range of ways to move
more, more often through free, twice weekly runs, creating connections between women where they
live, and rewarding volunteering opportunities; a mobile community hub and the Run 30 App support
women and girls to start running in a low pressure way, and to connect with others in their local area.

2022 is the start of an exciting period of transition and growth for TMR, building innovation and scale
into our model, enabling us to reach more - and more diverse - communities of women and girls
through our programmes, communities and products. A new retail partnership gives us the platform
to rapidly design and bring to market innovative apparel that makes women feel amazing and
creates a sense of belonging;  a tried and tested, multi channel community model that underpins our
goal to build communities in every city in the world; and an innovative App that is tackling women's
inactivity right at grassroots.

We are seeking a non executive director to provide support and guidance as we develop the
long term roadmap and strategy for the App.

The Opportunity:

This NED role will suit someone with a strong technology background, in particular in high growth
mobile App businesses. With a successful product in market that is already challenging what it
means for women to be active (and 40,000 active monthly users), and the goal of building a product
that changes the lives of millions of women and girls struggling to find a way into regular exercise,
the potential for the TMR App to deliver both meaningful social impact and commercial return is
huge.



This new NED role will provide advice, challenge and support to the TMR Board and executive team
to build a strategy for the TMR App that is scalable, sustainable and delivers strong commercial
return.

We're after both an understanding of technical product development as well as experience of scaling
app user growth and retention; and of course an interest and passion for developing innovative
technologies that can change lives.

Experience of health tech, sports tech or community/womens' health would be great (although not
required), alongside a creative and entrepreneurial approach to scaling a tech business.

We are ready now to welcome this new NED, so applications are welcome as soon as possible and
will close on 2nd August 2022.

The position is open to all, both local and remote. We are particularly interested in ensuring our roles
are inclusive and representative of diverse backgrounds.

The advisor will be required quarterly for board meetings of about 90 - 120 minutes and with the
CEO as reasonably needed. The post is voluntary with reasonable travel expenses being paid as
required.

To apply please contact our Chief Operating Office, Jo Lee on jo.lee@thismumruns.co.uk before the
2nd August 2022 with a short CV and covering letter.


